ARE YOU INTERESTED IN PURSUING A CAREER IN MATH, ENGINEERING OR SCIENCE?
CHECK THIS OUT!!!

Center for Adaptive Optics
Saturday Open Lab
Center for Visual Science
University of Rochester
February 5, 2004
9:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Leading vision scientists and graduate students will lead you through a set of hands-on activities, letting you explore some of your own questions about human vision.

Join us and explore...
- How the human eye works
- How glasses and contacts improve vision
- How people see and perceive different colors

Learn more about...
- Exciting research and technology at the University of Rochester that could potentially help doctors identify eye diseases earlier and develop better treatments
- Opportunities to conduct cutting-edge research in vision or astronomy through the Center for Adaptive Optics Internship Program during the 2005 Summer!

Enrollment is limited to 15, so sign up now!
Email malika@ucolick.org to reserve your spot!

Monroe Community College students at the 2004 Saturday Open Lab
Luis Henry (Monroe Community College) during internship at the Univ. of Houston

This Saturday Open Lab was designed by David Williams' research group at the Center for Visual Science, at the University of Rochester, with support from the Center for Adaptive Optics (CfAO) Education & Human Resources program. The CfAO is a National Science Technology Center, funded by the National Science Foundation.